presents

MORNING MARS
COLLATERAL NATURE’S DEBUT ALBUM,
FROM LIQUID JAZZ AND ASTRAL ELECTRONIC TO IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES.

“Nature is collateral when it undergoes a distortion, a deep force in its vital course and therefore destined to change.
I imagined a project that could narrate the metamorphosis by choosing the butterfly, a symbol of fragility and elegance,
an interpreter of this distorted nature.”
Claudio Vittori

MORNING MARS

FROM LIQUID JAZZ TO IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES.
After a long break music producer Claudio Vittori
returns to the music scene by presenting
Collateral Nature’s debut album Morning Mars.
The album has ten original tracks of which half are
instrumental.
The cutting edge album is enriched with immersive
contents ( VR, AR, webXR ) NFT and produced in
stereo, binaural and Dolby Atmos for home theater
media streaming players and soundbars.
As for the first ep Smoky backbone in
Morning Mars there are many artists involved, the
different influences reinforce the uniqueness of the
songs while maintaining a common sound language.
Listen to Morning Mars
album preview

MORNING MARS

FROM LIQUID JAZZ TO IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES.

VINYL 180 GR
Written and produced by: Claudio Vittori

Vocal on track 1: Sarah Stride
Vocal on track 3, 5, 9: Mariagrazia “Majjo” Sindoni
Vocal on track 7: Enza Cannone
Drum and percussions on track 1,2,3,5,9: Andrea Varolo
Drum and percussions on track 4,6,8,10: Davide “Woody” Riva
Keyboards on track 4,6,8: Roberto Renoldi
Electric bass on track 4: Massimo Scoca

Mastered at Energy Mastering - Milan Italy
Recorded and mixed at Machine Jockey studio - Milan Italy
Artwork by Machine Jockey studio
Music Label: Flower of Sound records
Publishing: Flower of Sound Publishing

MORNING MARS

FROM LIQUID JAZZ TO IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES.

MEDIA CONTENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Morning Mars - virtual reality music clip - 3D computer graphic
Tyger! Tyger! Burning Bright - video clip NFT
Breathe! Robot - video clip
Breathe! Robot - webgame spatial audio experience
Heap of stars - video clip
Album available in spatial audio

MORNING MARS

FROM LIQUID JAZZ TO IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES.

Breathe! Robot: a spatial audio web game
* USE YOUR HEADPHONES FOR THE BEST EXPERIENCE *

play the webgame

This game works on PC MAC only
supported web browsers: CHROME – FIREFOX – SAFARI (14.x or newer) – MICROSOFT EDGE

MORNING MARS

FROM LIQUID JAZZ TO IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES.
We created an immersive experience with 3D graphic animation in Virtual Reality (VR) to add extra depth to the title
track Morning Mars.

Watch Morning Mars VR 360

The VR experience will be available on Oculus Media, YouTube 360 VR, and via HMD and Cardboard on all media
platforms in 360° format.

MORNING MARS

FROM LIQUID JAZZ TO IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES.
The VR clip shows that our behavior towards the environment is in a decisive moment. It is about the choice
between a sustainable future or to allow the inevitable aggravation of climatic effects to continue. The sentence "Do
you really want to see dead bees?” is the symbol for this choice.

Watch Morning Mars VR 360

The VR experience will be available on Oculus Media, YouTube 360 VR, and via HMD and Cardboard on all media
platforms in 360° format.

MORNING MARS

FROM LIQUID JAZZ TO IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES.

Morning Mars opens the dance with a fascinating approach to enjoy music. The album is
enriched with Virtual Reality content, immersive sound, webgame and the tuning of some
tracks in 432hz like Verdi did. Morning Mars places Collateral Nature as one of the first
Italian projects to interact organically with the new digital world.

…ABOUT “SMOKY BACKBONE” THE FIRST E.P.

…Collateral Nature is a candidate to be one of the
surprises of recent years.

(Mucchio Selvaggio)
…Once again Milan confirms itself as a hotbed of
innovative projects with great potential.
(Deer Waves)
…If we were you we would not miss this debut that
smacks of a great adventure.
(Tsinoshi bar)

…A remarkable elegance for a sumptuous work,
refined but affable, impeccable, elegant but never
snobbish or opinionated.
(Impatto Sonoro)
.…Collateral Nature represent a reality ready to
jump off the peninsula.
(Dance like Shaquille O’Neil)

…ABOUT “SMOKY BACKBONE” FIRST E.P.

CLAUDIO VITTORI A.K.A.
COLLATERAL NATURE
ARTIST / MUSIC TECHNOLOGIST.

Collateral Nature is Claudio Vittori, music
composer, sound designer and digital artist.
In the past 12 months he has been awarded by
the european music tech program JUMP,
by Music Tech Academy Europe and has become
one of the selected artist of a special program of
the science museum ( Da Vinci ) in Milan.
He has also received a special mention by Music
Ally to be one of the most music tech mind to
watch.
Now he is back with his electronic jazz
project Collateral Nature by presenting the debut
album Morning Mars.

These years of research and practice consolidate
and amplify the direction he has taken, bringing
the musical message of Collateral Nature to this
fascinating journey. Collateral Nature is the first
release of the new Label and music tech start up
Flower of Sound.

AUDIO BRANDING - MUSIC SYNC
THE COLLATERAL NATURE PROJECT WAS BORN FROM THE UNION OF MY EXPERIENCE AS AUDIO BRANDING
SPECIALIST AND MY LOVE FOR TRIP HOP, DOWNTEMPO AND LIQUID JAZZ SOUNDS.

WATCH: AUDIO BRANDING SHOWREEL

MUSIC LABEL AND PUBLISHING

Flower of Sound is a cross-media project designed to improve the
psychophysical well-being of people through sound healing and
immersive experiences.
We use technologies for spatialized audio, we develop digital
content and create both physical and virtual immersive
environments.
The music label and publishing division was born from the need to
have an original catalog that can be used on various platforms,
from traditional music stores to sound systems for immersive
environments or for content for VR AR experiences.
• Original music catalog produced in different formats: stereo, binaural and Dolby Atmos.
• original digital content XR application.
• Immersive Room / immersive installations.

MUSIC LABEL AND PUBLISHING

Flower of Sound has been selected by Music Ally as one of the most promising
start-ups in music tech industry, by the European accelerator JUMP and by
MTEA (music tech europe academy).

